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Submitted by Collette Schultz 
cschultz@necedahschools.org

What was the issue you were trying to solve? 

Every spring the budget preparation of getting pricing, papers and folders out to staff took a ton of time and 
was unorganized.  When packets were turned back in it never failed a department folder or form was misplaced.  
The administrators had to take stacks of folders home or to their office to approve.  Staff were never aware if 
their packets or what totals were approved.

What was the proposed plan to address the issue? 

With technology we knew that was a start.  Creating a Google shared budget packet could streamline things for 
everyone.  A standard form would be shared, detail budget requests would be entered by staff, administrators 
could review and approve electronically and finally the totals approved could be entered in the Skyward system.

How was the plan implemented? 

Creating a budget template that compiled all the different forms into one file was our first step.  Second, cloning 
each template for the departments to share for input took place behind the scenes.  Finally demonstration 
during a PD and a timeline of when the Google packets needed to be complete was presented.  After the packet 
deadline happened I was able to take the totals and enter them into the Skyward budget module.

Once the initial Google packet was created we sat down with each department administrator the first year 
to help them understand how the process would happen. This way they could support their staff if they had 
questions.  The second year we were able to have administrators and staff complete in detail the packets on 
their own.  The third year seemed to go like clock work and everyone was aware of their duty of completing the 
packets in detail, within reason and on time to build their budgets.

How did it solve the problem? 

It streamlined the budget request process while communicating to each department quickly and easily.

What was saved? Or what new funds were generated? 
The biggest thing is it saved time because it’s so efficient and collaborative. It also saved on office supplies and 
time spent letting staff know how to use the electronic purchase order system in order to see our state pricing.

 Necedah



Submitted by Shari Kordecki 
shari.kordecki@nbexcellence.org 

What was the issue you were trying to solve? 

Our p-Card expense submissions, approvals, and posting to the general ledger has always been challenging.  
Submissions of expenses and approvals were being done monthly, so there was always at least a 30 day lag.  
Then once the manual paper approval process was complete, a journal entry was created in excel by manual 
data entry consolidating payments for all transactions by account code.  This did not allow for any detailed 
expense information into our financial software.  No information about the items/services purchased, the 
vendor, the dates of purchase or the person responsible for the purchase.  Inquiries about expenses made on 
p-Cards required a lookup in excel of the person’s statement and manually pulling the paper statement with 
all the required receipt documentation attached.  The process was cumbersome, delayed, uninformative and 
difficult to track and manage p-Card users and their expenses.

What was the proposed plan to address the issue? 

The plan was to find a way to create a timely, efficient, paperless, detailed process for every user involved from 
staff possessing p-Cards to the Business Office posting transactions and maintaining documentation.

How was the plan implemented? 

Through research, we decided to go outside of our norm, opting to take a look at the corporate world and 
their tools and best practices.  We found a product called Concur widely used in the Corporate environment 
for management of company credit cards, travel, and a paperless payment system. Concur possesses a 
successful history of application in many different environments and was looking for a chance to step into the 
Education arena to expand their customer base.  Through a well managed step by step implementation plan 
run by Concur, we created setup and tested our system and went live. We provided training documentation 
and mini-trainings for our building and department support staff and then asked them to go back to their 
respected buildings/departments to train their staff.  Through an online communication memo we are able to 
communicate to staff when systems are experiencing difficulty, anytime we need to inform them of a change 
in the system, reminder of deadlines or processing reminders.  We setup approval chains and delegates for 
processing the expenses for the proper reviews and approvals and in case of absences.

How did it solve the problem? 

It has eliminated all paper associated with the p-Cards, and streamlined procedures and processing standards.  
Staff are able to review their expenses on a daily basis as the system updates nightly.  The standard is to submit 
reports weekly allowing an additional week for approvals. Payments for the weeks expenses are done through 
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Submitted by Lee Ann Garay 
lgaray@solonk12.net

What was the issue you were trying to solve?  
We were wasting paper and envelopes and wanted to save money for the district.

What was the proposed plan to address the issue?  
There was really no plan, I just started reusing paper and envelopes.

How was the plan implemented? 

I started taking the one sided sheets of paper out of the recycle bins, and sent messages to the staff reminding 
them that if they have one sided sheets of paper, they are throwing out to bring them to me to use. I use them 
to print almost everything, my reports that go down to the archives, printouts I need just for viewing, I even 
use them for the direct deposit slips. It’s funny how excited the staff get to see what will be on the back of their 
direct deposit stub. 

I put a box in the staff lounge to collect the payroll envelopes, so that they can be used again.

How did it solve the problem?  
It cut down on the amount of paper and envelopes that were thrown out.

What was saved? Or what new funds were generated?  
I now go through less then one ream of paper a year, and fewer boxes of envelopes. It has saved on the amount 
of paper and envelopes that we have had to purchase. It has also saved on how much paper get’s put in the 
garbage and recycling bins.
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